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Author’s response to reviews:

Thank you so much for the marvelous comments you gave us, We agree and accept all the comments.

To Alex Kojo Anderson, PhD, MPH
** We specifically put the form of undernutrition which is, wasting throughout the document
** sample size determination is made brief and shortly written according to the comments
** conclusion organized again/ rewritten
** The acronyms spelled out fully written they first time
** Sampling technique and procedures rewritten concisely and briefly
** We wrote Study variables section in a narrative format.
** data processing and analysis re-written clearly
** odds and not risk was used in all Result and discussion paragraphs

To Maryam Amini, Ph.D comments
** Wealth index measurement is made clear and detailed. (more explained )
** Yes wasting should be weight for height and this is corrected
** Repetitions of results on discussion was cancelled
** How we used 24 h recall is made clear